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apocalypse marvel comics wikipedia - apocalypse en sabah nur is a fictional supervillain appearing in comic books
published by marvel comics he is one of the world s first mutants and was originally a principal villain for the original x factor
team and now for the x men and related spinoff teams created by writer louise simonson and artist jackson guice
apocalypse first appeared in x factor 5 may 1986, x men earth 616 marvel database fandom powered by wikia - this is
an abridged version of the x men s history for a complete history see the x men s expanded history the x men are a privately
owned security force created to harbor peace between the emerging homo superior nicknamed mutants and baseline
humans the roster is made up of mutants who, scott summers earth 616 marvel database fandom - this is an abridged
version of scott summers history for a complete history see scott summers expanded history scott summers is the oldest
son of major christopher summers aka corsair a test pilot in the u s air force and his wife katherine ann his younger brother
is alex known today as, secret wars 2015 comic book tv tropes - secret wars is the name of the nine originally eight issue
2015 marvel comics crisis crossover storyline referring to the nine issue storyline that serves as the namesake to the story
and the many tie ins to the comic to differentiate it from the original storyline it will be referred to as secret wars 2015 this
story serves as the definitive grand finale for both the ultimate marvel, cheatbook cheat codes cheats games trainer
cheatsbook - cheatbook your source for cheats video game cheat codes and game hints walkthroughs faq games trainer
games guides secrets cheatsbook, categories cheap comics com - justice league of america single issues old justice
league showcase justice society, the okc edge home - a press site that covers geek society and pop culture news while
promoting local artists and musicians
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